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This paper presents a new method of eval-
uation for generation and parsing compo-
nents of transfer-based MT systems where
the transfer rules have been automatically
acquired from parsed sentence-aligned bi-
text corpora. The method provides a means
of quantifying the upper bound imposed on
the MT system by the quality of the pars-
ing and generation technologies for the tar-
get language. We include experiments to
calculate this upper bound for both hand-
crafted and automatically induced parsing
and generation technologies currently in use
by transfer-based MT systems.
1 Introduction
Automatic methods of evaluation for MT include
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), NIST (Doddington,
2002), METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005), GTM
(Turian et al., 2003), TER (Snover et al., 2006)
and dependency-based evaluation (Owczarzak et al.,
2007). Each of these evaluation methods gives an
overall result for the entire MT system, based on a
comparison of the sentence output by the MT sys-
tem with a reference sentence. Unlike other ap-
proaches to MT, such as Statistical Machine Trans-
lation, transfer-based MT involves three main com-
ponents: parsing, transfer and generation and each
of these contributes to the errors produced by the
MT system. Transfer-based MT systems rely heav-
ily on the quality of the parsing and generation com-
ponents. In order to understand fully the overall
results of such a system, the quality of the pars-
ing and generation components should also be tested
in isolation to the MT system. However, previ-
ous work in the area of transfer-based MT, for ex-
ample (Furuse and Hitoshi, 1992; Meyers et al.,
1998; Menezes and Richardson, 2001; Riezler and
Maxwell, 2006), have relied solely on mainstream
MT evaluation methods and have not included any
breakdown of results for the parsing and generation
components of the system.
Existing methods of evaluating parsing and gen-
eration technologies as stand-alone systems, how-
ever, are insufficient for evaluating how well such
technologies will perform as part of a transfer-based
MT system, as they do not take into account the fact
that the MT system relies on the degree to which
the parsing and generation technologies perform to-
gether. In addition, they give no indication of how
well the generation and parsing technologies will
perform when tested on MT data which, in the case
of statistical parsers and generators, can be of a
very different domain to the domain of the parser
and generator training data. Finally, current meth-
ods for evaluating sentence generators (Langkilde-
Geary, 2002; Callaway, 2003; Nakanishi et al.,
2005; Cahill and van Genabith, 2006), rely on gold
standard structures for creating input to the gener-
ator. The standard of the inputs to the generator is
therefore unrealistically high and generator results
will not adequately reflect how well the generator
might perform in an MT setting.
This paper presents a new methodology for test-
ing sentence generators which gives a more realis-
tic evaluation of how well the generator might fare
as a component of an MT system. In addition,
the methodology provides a combined evaluation of
parsing and generation components of an MT sys-
tem and therefore evaluates how well they work to-
gether. The new evaluation technique also gives a
means of quantifying the upper bound imposed on
the performance of a transfer-based MT system by
the target language parsing and generation technolo-
gies components.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2
describes in detail why existing methods for pars-
ing and generation evaluation are not adequate with
respect to transfer-based MT evaluation. Section
3 proposes a new method of evaluation for pars-
ing and generation for transfer-based MT, where
transfer rules have been automatically acquired from
sentence-aligned automatically parsed bitext cor-
pora. Section 4 details experiments in which our
method is used to evaluate two different parsing and
generation technologies for English. Section 5 dis-
cusses results and, finally, section 6 gives some con-
clusions of the work presented in this paper.
2 Existing Generation and Parsing
Evaluation Methods
There is a considerable body of work on sentence
realisation from abstract linguistic representation
where evaluation has been carried out on stand-
alone generators and independent of any MT sys-
tem. However, an oft-cited future application for
such generators is as the generation component of an
MT system. Recently there has been an increasing
amount of work in the area of robust, broad cover-
age sentence generation, tested on newswire text, for
example (Langkilde-Geary, 2002; Callaway, 2003;
Nakanishi et al., 2005; Cahill and van Genabith,
2006). Abstract semantic/syntactic inputs to these
generators were automatically constructed from sec-
tions of the hand-crafted Penn Treebank. Sentences
were then generated for these inputs and compared
to the original sentences, using automatic string
comparison metrics such as NIST and BLEU. Test-
ing on previously unseen sections of the Penn Tree-
bank demonstrates to what degree a generator has
achieved broad coverage and high accuracy (accord-
ing to BLEU and NIST scores). However, if we wish
to take into account how the generator might fare as
Figure 1: Translation of Source Language Sentence
to Target Language
a component of a machine translation system, this
evaluation methodology is unrealistic in two main
respects. Firstly, there is the problem of domain
adaptation (well documented for parsing, see for ex-
ample (McClosky et al., 2006; Foster et al., 2007)).
Domain adaptation is particularly relevant for the
systems of (Langkilde-Geary, 2002; Nakanishi et
al., 2005; Cahill and van Genabith, 2006) which are
trained on sections of the Wall Street Journal Penn
treebank. It is highly likely that were these gen-
erators tested in an MT setting, the testing domain
would change1 and, as in statistical parsing, testing
on a domain which differs to the domain of the train-
ing data would lead to a deterioration in generation
results. In addition, the inputs to the generators are
constructed from gold standard (hence near perfect)
trees, whereas, as a component of an MT system,
the inputs to a generator would be constructed in an
entirely automatic process and therefore would pre-
sumably be of a lower quality.
Similar and related issues arise concerning the
evaluation of (statistical) parsers which will be used
inside MT systems. Parsing technologies are evalu-
ated by a comparison with a gold standard. These
gold standards are unlikely to be from the same
domain as the MT application testing domain and
therefore results would be different were an evalua-
tion done on the new domain. Since parsing evalu-
ation methods do not take generation into account,
good results do not ensure that the representation
produced by the parser performs well as input to
the generator. For example, in statistical parsing
and generation, an inconsistency between the struc-
tures used for generator training and the parser pro-
1For example, the domain of the EUROPARL MT data set,
often used in MT, is European parliamentary proceedings.
duced structures could result in the generator under-
performing as part of the MT system, which may not
be apparent when parsing and generation are evalu-
ated in isolation from one another.
Our method of evaluating parsing and generation
for transfer-based MT does not require a gold stan-
dard2 and therefore avoids all the problems related
to evaluating on a different domain. It can be easily
applied to a new test set and therefore can be used
to evaluate the technologies for the MT test set, pro-
viding an upper bound for the system for these sen-
tences.
3 Parsing/Generation Evaluation Method
for Transfer-based MT
3.1 Transfer-based Machine Translation with
Automatically Acquired Transfer Rules
Transfer-based MT with automatically acquired
transfer rules is composed of two phases, training
and translation. The first phase, training, involves
parsing a sentence-aligned bilingual corpus, so that
the desired abstract representation of each of the
training sentence pairs is obtained (see Figure 2).
The parsing technology of the source language is
employed to parse the source language sentences, as
is the target language technology to parse the target
language sentences of the bilingual corpus. Transfer
rules/mappings can be automatically induced from
the abstract representations of parsed sentence pairs
of the corpus. These transfer rules can then be used
in phase two to translate from source to target ab-
stract representation for an unseen source language
sentence.
In phase two of transfer-based MT (see Figure
1) an unseen raw text sentence is parsed using the
source language parsing technologies to get an ap-
proximation of the abstract representation for the
sentence. The transfer rules that have been auto-
matically induced in phase one are then applied to
this representation to produce a target language rep-
resentation. This target language structure is then
given to a generator, so that a target language sen-
tence can be produced.
2Note that although the evaluation method does not require a
hand-crafted gold standard test set, both parsing and generation
technologies require hand-crafted data for training.
Figure 2: Parsing Bilingual Corpus, Sn ↔ Tn :
aligned sentence pair n consisting of SL sentence Sn
and TL sentence Tn, f(Sn) : abstract representation
of Sn, f(Tn) : abstract representation of Tn
3.2 Parsing/Generation Evaluation Method
The method we propose evaluates the quality of the
parsing and generation technologies for the target
language of a transfer-based MT system with auto-
matically acquired transfer rules. It involves three
simple steps that are carried out automatically on




Each target language sentence in the test section of
the bilingual corpus is firstly parsed to the abstract
representation. This abstract representation is then
given to the generator. The generator produces a
string for the abstract representation. The target lan-
guage sentence is then compared with the generator-
produced string. Any string comparison method can
be used to compare the two strings, e.g BLEU or
NIST.
When this method of evaluation is used to eval-
uate the target language technologies of a transfer-
based MT system with automatically acquired trans-
fer rules, it provides an upper bound to the results
that could be achieved by an MT system which relies
on those target language technologies. Recall from
Section 3.1 (and as illustrated in Figure 2) that trans-
fer rules are induced by learning the mapping from
parser-produced source language to parser-produced
target language representations. Given a source sen-
tence, the better the source language parser and the
better the transfer component, the closer the abstract
target representation (input to the target language
generator) is to the output of the target parser. In
fact, the ‘best’ input such a system can theoretically
provide to the generator approximates to the out-
put of the target language parser (for target language
sentences in the bilingual test/development sections
of the bitext corpus). Thus, by parsing, then gener-
ating, target language sentences, and comparing the
strings output in this process to the original target
language strings, we are in effect finding an upper-
bound to an MT-system which would rely on these
technologies3 .
Having a straightforward means such as this of
producing an upper bound for a transfer-based MT
system with automatically acquired transfer rules is
highly advantageous because it gives a very early in-
dication of whether or not the task of transfer MT
is promising using a set of target language pars-
ing and generation technologies. This evaluation
method can be used before the transfer system is ac-
tually implemented, so that in a case where a very
low result is achieved by the target language pars-
ing/generation technologies, it could be discovered
that these technologies need improvement before the
MT system is implemented.
3It is of course possible to artificially set this upper bound to
its absolute value to claim that the parsing and generation com-
ponents could achieve perfect results by making the parser and
generator collude with each other. For example, by including
the actual surface form and word order in the abstract represen-
tation, the generation component could without question repro-
duce exactly the same surface form that was input to the parser.
However, this would not be the intended use of our evaluation
method, the abstract structure that is given to the generator in
our evaluation method should only contain information that is
possible to be produced by the transfer component. Such infor-
mation, like the actual surface form and word order in the target
language would not be possible to have in the target language
structure if it adheres to the transfer-based architecture that we
describe in Section 3.1.
4 Experimental Results
We conducted two sets of experiments to evaluate
the quality of hand-crafted LFG parsing and gen-
eration technologies (Riezler et al., 2002) and the
treebank-induced LFG parsing (Cahill et al., 2004)
and generation (Cahill and van Genabith, 2006;
Hogan et al., 2007) technologies using our new
method. Both the automatically-induced technolo-
gies and the hand-crafted technologies are currently
being used as part of transfer-based MT systems.
Overall evaluation results for one of these MT sys-
tems are available and we include these results in
Section 4.2 (Riezler and Maxwell, 2006). We eval-
uate the parsing/generation technologies on the En-
glish language components of three different MT bi-
text test sets: the 1755 English sentences of length
5 to 15 of the Europarl test set used in Koehn et al.
(Koehn et al., 2003), that were also used to evaluate
the MT system; the first 500 English sentences of all
lengths used in (Koehn et al., 2003); and 766 English
sentences of the Homecentre corpus of all lengths.
We also include the results achieved by the auto-
matically induced resources using existing methods
of generation evaluation on Section 23 of the Wall
Street Journal so that a comparison can be made be-
tween these and the results of the new method on the
same test set.
We give results of each experiment for two dif-
ferent types of evaluation: entire test set and in-
coverage only. The in-coverage only method fol-
lows that typically applied when reporting gen-
eration results (Langkilde-Geary, 2002; Callaway,
2003; Nakanishi et al., 2005; Cahill and van Gen-
abith, 2006; Hogan et al., 2007): we give the BLEU
and NIST scores for the sentences for which output
was produced and we report coverage to indicate the
percentage of sentences for which output was pro-
duced. The entire test set evaluation gives BLEU
and NIST scores for the entire test set, regardless
of whether any output was produced for some of the
sentences. Where no output was generated for a sen-
tence, we include this empty string in the output test
set, to be compared with the reference sentence for
this particular segment. When comparing two dif-
ferent systems the entire test set evaluation gives a
more realistic evaluation of how two systems com-
pare. It is not possible to give a meaningful com-
parison of results across systems that do not have
full coverage using in-coverage only evaluation as
results are not necessarily for the same set of sen-
tences.
4.1 Evaluation of Automatically Induced
Resources
Using the methodology described in detail in Sec-
tion 3, we evaluated the history-based statistical gen-
erator of Hogan et al. (2007). This generator, an
extension of the work presented in (Cahill and van
Genabith, 2006), generates sentences from LFG f-
structures and achieves state-of-the-art results when
tested on input generated from Penn Treebank gold
standard trees. In order to generate f-structure in-
puts in a completely automated fashion for evalua-
tion, we used the Charniak and Johnson (2005) re-
ranking parser to parse the original test sentences
into Penn Treebank style trees 4. The f-structure an-
notation algorithm of Cahill et al. (2004) was then
applied to the parser-generated trees to create a set
of f-structures for testing.
Section 23 (2416 sentences)
Input NIST BLEU
From Gold-standard Trees 13.29 0.6680
From Parser Trees 13.01 0.6511
Table 1: Entire Test Set Results on Section 23 of the
Penn Treebank for the generator of (Hogan et al.,
2007) on input automatically generated from gold
standard and from parser generated trees.
Section 23 (2416 sentences)
Input NIST BLEU Coverage
from Gold Trees 13.31 0.6693 99.88%
from Parser Trees 13.02 0.6515 99.96%
Table 2: In-Coverage only Results on Section 23 of
the Penn Treebank for the generator of (Hogan et al.,
2007) on input automatically generated from gold
standard and from parser generated trees.
Table 1 gives the entire test set BLEU and NIST
4Note that the parser generated phrase structure trees contain
less information than Penn Treebank trees in that they do not
contain empty nodes and trace information, nor do they give
any Penn-II functional annotation tags on nodes.
NIST BLEU
WSJ Section 23 13.01 0.6511
Europarl (5-15) 11.72 0.6968
Europarl (all) 10.24 0.5716
Homecentre 10.06 0.6640
Table 3: Entire Test Set Parsing/Generation Results
for Treebank-induced technologies of Cahill et al.
(2004) and Cahill et al. (2006)
scores for Section 23 of the Penn Treebank for sen-
tences generated from gold-standard generated f-
structures compared with results for the same sen-
tences generated from parser-generated f-structures.
As anticipated, generation accuracy declines when
f-structure inputs are generated from parser trees
rather than from gold standard trees. Both the de-
crease in BLEU score from 0.6680 to 0.6511 and
NIST score from 13.29 to 13.01 are statistically sig-
nificant (p < 0.0001), where significance is calcu-
lated using a bootstrap resampling method with a
resampling rate of 1000.5 Table 2 gives the same
results using conventional in-coverage only evalua-
tion. There is little difference between entire test set
and in-coverage only scores because coverage is so
high.
We evaluated the parsing and generation re-
sources further on the English sentences of the three
MT test sets described Section 4. The NIST and
BLEU results of the parsing/generation evaluation
are given in Tables 3 and 4. Table 3 shows the entire
test set evaluation scores for each of the English MT
test sets, as well as results for Section 23 of the Wall
Street Journal. Table 4 shows the in-coverage only
NIST and BLEU evaluation results for the same test
sets 6.
4.2 Evaluation of Hand-crafted Resources
The English hand-crafted grammar of Riezler et al.
(2002) with XLE (Kaplan et al., 2002) (software for
parsing to and generating from LFG f-structures)
was previously used as the target language analy-
sis and generation technology of a transfer-based
5Scripts for running the bootstrap-
ping method are available at projec-
tile.is.cs.cmu.edu/research/public/tools/bootStrap/tutorial.htm.
6We repeat the inclusion of the WSJ results in Tables 3 and
4 for ease of comparison.
NIST BLEU Coverage
WSJ Section 23 13.02 0.6515 99.96%
Europarl (5-15) 11.72 0.6968 100%
Europarl (all) 10.24 0.5716 100%
Homecentre 10.06 0.6640 100%
Table 4: In-coverage only Parsing/Generation Re-
sults for Treebank-induced technologies of Cahill et
al. (2004) and Cahill et al. (2006)
MT system (Riezler and Maxwell, 2006). This MT
system uses SMT phrasal alignments to hypothe-
sise candidate transfer rules from source language
f-structures to target language f-structures. In addi-
tion, the system models and trains statistical compo-
nents using SMT techniques. Even though the sys-
tem takes advantage of these statistical methods to
hypothesise candidate transfer rules and to choose
the best target language translation, it is based on
the classic transfer-based MT architecture described
in Section 3.1 and therefore our method of evalua-
tion can be used to quantify the upper bound that the
target language parsing and generation technologies
impose on the system.
We evaluated the English parsing and generation
technologies employed by this MT system using our
evaluation method on the English sentences of the
three MT test sets7. The NIST result of the MT sys-
tem as well as the NIST and BLEU results of the
parsing/generation evaluation are given in Tables 5
and 6. Table 5 shows the NIST results for German-
to-English translation of the MT system of Riezler et
al. (2006) on the Europarl parallel data test set used
in Koehn et al.(2003) 8. The table also shows the
entire test set NIST and BLEU evaluation scores for
7For occasions when there is more than one possible surface
form realisation of a given f-structure, the XLE generator pro-
duces a packed representation of these sentences. By setting an
XLE parameter to either shortest or longest, a single sentence is
selected. For the experiments detailed here the parameter was
set to shortest, so that in the case of more than one possible
surface form, the shortest sentence was selected. Experiments
were also carried out with the parameter set to longest, but since
results were slightly lower when the longest sentence is selected
we include the results achieved by XLE with the parameter set
to shortest. Alternatively, a language model could be employed
for the task of selecting the sentence in such cases, which could
possibly improve results.
8No BLEU score is included here for the MT system, as
none is reported in (Riezler and Maxwell, 2006)
the target language (English) parsing and generation
technologies on the English sentences of this test set
as well as corresponding scores for the two other test
sets. Table 6 shows the in-coverage only NIST and
BLEU evaluation results for the same three test sets.
5 Discussion
The results of the experiments on the WSJ Sec-
tion 23, given in Tables 1 and 2, show that there
is a significant difference between generation scores
when sentences are generated from hand-crafted
gold structures compared to when they are gener-
ated from automatically produced structures. In ad-
dition, the results in Tables 3, 4, 5 and 6 show that
the upper bound imposed by the parsing and gen-
eration technologies changes dramatically with each
test set. The results in Table 3 show the effect of
the change of test domain on the Penn Treebank
trained parsing and generation technologies. These
technologies achieve a high NIST and BLEU score
when tested on Penn Treebank data (NIST: 13.01,
BLEU: 0.6511). The most accurate estimate of the
effect of change of domain from the WSJ to the Eu-
roparl data can be seen by comparing these results
to the results achieved on 500 Europarl sentences of
all lengths, as these two test sets are most similar
with respect to sentence length out of all of the test
sets used. Here, the NIST score falls from 13.01
for the WSJ text to 10.24 for the Europarl text and
BLEU from 0.6511 to 0.5716. When the Europarl
test set is restricted to sentences of length 5 to 15
the treebank-trained technologies achieve their high-
est scores outside the training domain (NIST:11.72,
BLEU:0.6968) and this can be accredited to the
elimination of long sentences. The Homecentre
corpus evaluation showed a slightly lower result
(NIST:10.06, BLEU:0.6640) than the Europarl (5-
15) (NIST: 11.72, BLEU:0.6968) even though this
corpus consists of mainly short sentences. This
could be due to the domain of language of the corpus
being a printer instruction manual, which contains
many imperative sentences which are infrequent in
the newspaper domain of the training text.
The results shown in Table 5 for the hand-
crafted XLE resources show a dramatic difference
between the NIST score achieved by the MT sys-
tem (NIST:5.62) and the upper bound imposed by
NIST BLEU
MT System Europarl (5-15) 5.62
Parsing/ Europarl (5-15) 12.08 0.7431
Generation Europarl (all) 6.33 0.4785
Evaluation Homecentre 10.75 0.7523
Table 5: MT system Results of Riezler and Maxwell
(2006) and entire test set Parsing/Generation Results
for hand-crafted technologies of Riezler et al. (2002)
NIST BLEU Coverage
Europarl (5-15) 12.26 0.7800 95%
Europarl (all) 12.1 0.7591 80%
Homecentre 10.81 0.7931 98%
Table 6: In-Coverage only Results for hand-crafted
technologies of Riezler et al. (2002)
the English parsing and generation technologies
(NIST:12.08). As was also seen with the auto-
matically induced technologies, the test set used
greatly effects the hand-crafted technologies. Sen-
tence length restriction to 5-15 for the Europarl data
has a more dramatic effect on the hand-crafted tech-
nologies than the automatically induced technolo-
gies, increasing the NIST score from 6.33 to 12.08
and BLEU from 0.4785 to 0.7431. Tables 6 show the
in-coverage only results for the hand-crafted tech-
nologies.
The entire test set results for the hand-crafted
technologies compared with the treebank-induced
technologies on the Europarl data sets show that
the hand-crafted technologies achieve a better result
for short sentences of length 5 to 15 (NIST:12.08,
BLEU:0.7431) than the treebank-induced tech-
nologies (NIST:11.72, BLEU:0.6968), whereas the
treebank-induced technologies do better when tested
on all sentence lengths (NIST:10.24, BLEU:0.5716)
than the hand-crafted technologies (NIST:6.33,
BLEU:0.4785). The high scores achieved by the
hand-crafted technologies on the Homecentre cor-
pus (NIST:10.75, BLEU:0.7523) also indicate they
are perhaps better at absorbing the effects of do-
main variation than the treebank-induced technolo-
gies (NIST:10.06, BLEU:0.6640).
6 Conclusion
We presented a method for the evaluation of target-
language parsing and generation components of
transfer-based MT systems with automatically ac-
quired transfer rules. Transfer-based MT systems
rely heavily on the quality of the parsing and gen-
eration technologies employed and it is therefore
highly advantageous to have a simple, inexpensive
and effective way to evaluate these system compo-
nents to provide a realistic result in relation to the
task of MT. Results of parsing and generation tech-
nologies using existing evaluation methods are usu-
ally for a different domain to that of the MT test set
and therefore, such results do not provide a realis-
tic evaluation of how the technologies will perform
on a new MT domain. Unlike existing methods of
evaluation for parsing and generation, the proposed
method can easily be applied to a new domain with-
out requiring expensive gold standards. It also pro-
vides a means of quantifying the upper bound im-
posed by the parsing and generation technologies of
the target language given a particular test set. We
have shown how this upper bound changes dramati-
cally from one test set to the next depending on do-
main variation and sentence length. The proposed
evaluation method is based on the idea that the tar-
get language parsing and generation components of
a transfer-based MT system with automatically ac-
quired transfer rules should not be evaluated in isola-
tion from one another. Transfer-based MT not only
needs high quality parsing technologies and gener-
ation technologies but it also needs the generation
technologies to work well when given parser output
as their input. Evaluating the technologies in isola-
tion does not take this into account and neither re-
wards a system that can achieve this nor punishes
one that cannot.
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